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ABSTRACT
In the article the authors return to the problem of inflation and measurement of economic
growth, now from the position of analysis and evaluation of the effectiveness of economic
management. And he finds a new confirmation of his previous approaches in the models of the
analysis of economic growth of the expert society of the European Union. An analysis of the EU
KLEMS model convinces the authors that models based on a qualitative theory of money provide
a reliable basis for forecasting development and making correct management decisions.
Keywords: Inflation, Economic growth, Entrepreneurship, Efficiency, globalization, Policy of
regulation.
INTRODUCTION
Sustainability of the country's economic development is ensured by the effective
interaction of the three modes:
1) The technological and technological way of innovative development of the productive forces of the real
sector of the economy.
2) The monetary and financial structure of innovative development of the productive forces of the financial
sector of the economy.
3) Socio-political way of innovative development of the productive forces of the administrative sector of the
economy.

Consequently, the social statuses of legal entities engaged in the economy of the
corresponding structures differ in relation to their attitude to their professional duties, since they
specifically represent the abstraction of human capital and form the basis for the creation and
development of the country's productive forces:
1) Industrial-economic relations, who differ in the indicators of the real economy, connected more with the
analysis of the effectiveness of interaction of human capital with natural resources or products of their
processing, turning them into capital, in its form of goods.
2) Trade and production relations, which differ in the indicators of the financial economy, connected in large
measure with the analysis of the effectiveness of the interaction of human capital with all sorts of resources
suitable for sale and conversion into capital, in its form of money.
3) Socio-political relations, which are expressed by the indicators of the model of the inter branch balance,
connected in large measure with the matrix of social accounts and the evaluation of the effectiveness of
policies adopted by the managers of both sectors of the economy.

In order to verify the reality of these theoretical constructions for the analysis and
suitability of the corresponding models of production relations for assessing the levels of
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development of the country's productive forces, it should be taken into account that the macro
model of Keynesian equilibrium, which at one time became the base of Roosevelt's new course
and proved its viability in the practical work of representatives real sector of the economy.
Thus, the Keynesian equilibrium model as a theoretical construction has its own
mathematical expression, determined by bringing capital, in its form of commodity, into a form
of capital expressed in money. And, like the laws of nature and physics, it appears to be an
economic law and until today serves as a rule for practical work in the real sector of the
economy.
The economic interests of financial sector entrepreneurs are realized by the macro-model
of M. Fridman's quantitative theory of money, which once became the basis of D. Reagan's anticrisis program and proved its viability.
The model of monetarism as a theoretical construction also has its mathematical
expression, which is determined by bringing capital, in its form of money into the form of
commodity capital, represented by physical volumes of output. It is represented by the wellknown Fisher's equation of exchange and, therefore, as laws of nature and physics, is represented
by the economic law and up to the present day serves as a rule for practical work in the financial
sector of the economy.
Both these equilibrium models have macroeconomic roots and the principles of their
construction are unified. In Keynesianism, commodity capital is reduced to money capital by
commodity price indices, in the case of monetarists, money capital to commodity capital. Both
models are limited to the framework of a two-fold economy associated with the development of
the productive forces of its real and financial sectors.
On the contrary, the theoretical construction of the model of the three-fold economy is
constructed by matching the indicators of two types, uniform inter sectoral models for measuring
the costs and results. The first of them is aninter sectoral model of the Dmitriev type, constructed
according to the labor theory of value. And its second type is expressed by a model of the
Leontief type, which is based on the theory of marginal utility.
The mutual coordination of these models within the three-fold economy is carried out
using the principle of reversibility of the indicators of the inter branch model, constructed
according to the labor theory of value with indicators of the inter branch model constructed
according to the theory of marginal utility and corresponding to the Kantorovich-Kupmans
duality principle.
The concrete system of models for harmonizing relevant indicators by types of activity
and enterprises, as well as by regions of the country, relies on a qualitative theory of money that
serves as the basis for building an agent-oriented tool for assessing the levels of development of
the productive forces of the managerial sector of the economy.
The question is, can the model of a quality theory of money become a reliable tool for
analyzing the effectiveness of management at the level of the national economy?
Will it be able to help developing countries of the world serve as a tool for training their
professional managerial staff that will be able to assess the true values of capital, in its form of
money, and the true values of capital, in its form of goods, that are circulating in their
economies?
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THEORETICAL BASES OF COMMENSURATE COSTS AND FINAL RESULTS
OF THE NATIONAL ECONOMY
The main objective of the regulatory policy of state is to assess the costs and benefits by
measuring the costs and final results of entrepreneurial activities, taking into account the
feedback between the production and service industries. In this sense, the dynamics of the
change in the price indices of goods and services of each type of economic activity in the labor
dimension is determined in the process of the circulation of capital value in goods according to
the formula:
Ti   bijT j  ti
j

Where i is a labor rate for the production of the ith product and services for the production of
goods and services j.
In turn, the general price level of goods and services in the labor dimension is determined by
the formula:

 T   jb T   it
i i

ij

j

i

The same system of equations can be made in money terms, which is determined in the
process of circulation of the capital value, in its form of money:
(B)
X i  j aij X j  Yi
In this case, the general price level of goods and services in monetary terms is determined by the
formula:
i X i   jaij X j  iYi
Both these systems of equations in the labor (A) or monetary (B) expression are subject to
the duality principle associated with the names of the Nobel Prize winners KantorovichKoopmans, and their common matrix form of recording look like:
.

(С)

The principle of reversibility, defined by formula (C), allows us to assess the mutual functional
relationship between the levels of payment and production prices (model B) and between direct
and total labor input (model A). Judging by the book by Baye, the West used model B, led by the
United States, the East led by Japan-the model A.
At the same time, based on the integration of these two systems of equations, as the
initiative group of Kazakhstan has shown, it is possible to work out a new reversibility principle
between indicators of economic development in labor and money terms. Due to the reversibility
principle, our institute is now developing a new and effective tool for analyzing the economy
which we have called a quality theory of money. This theory allows us to estimate the
productivity of costs for the production of the final product, which represents the difference
between hourly labor productivity and costs. It is no coincidence that all developed countries
estimate the productivity of types of entrepreneurial activity by the one hour price of their
workforce. Unfortunately, in Kazakhstan, instead, another instrument is still used-the monthly
calculated indicator (MCI), unrelated to hourly labor productivity. Bentzel, as a member of the
Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences at the Nobel Prize award ceremony to Kantorovich and
Koopmans in 1975, delivered the following key phrase, uncomprehend and untapped so far in
the world economic literature: “The main economic problems are the same in all societies, and a
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whole class of research problems of this kind can be studied in a purely scientific way,
regardless of the political organization of the society in which they are researched”.
Bentzel was right, the theory of capital research, in its form of goods, and money
separately have a limited application. Both these theories have not been studied in the pure
scientific sense, and they should be studied in a detailed way “regardless of the political
organization of society”.
This statement by Bentzel concerns both the labor theory of value and the theory of
marginal utility, the unity and differences of which should be studied “in a purely scientific
sense, regardless of the political organization of society” and free of ideological constraints.
The tricks here are to find a synergistic effect that is defined as the contribution of the
consumed ecological and economic and other natural resources of the country to the increase in
real hourly labor productivity, which is determined by the Theorem (the reversibility principle):
The multiplication of the scalar quantities of the direct labor intensity t by the production
output-X=QP+WR+TR in monetary terms is equal to the multiplication of the scalar values of
the sum of the income received -Y to the total labor input for its production (tX=TY).
Ultimately, the cost of labor per unit of total output-X determines the price of a unit of
nominal GDP (NGDP).
A DISCRETE ALGORITHM FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEM OF
COORDINATION OF INTERESTS OF THREE DIFFERENT WAYS OF ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
The discrete algorithm for developing a model of a quality theory of money, which
determines the synergetic effect of capital, in its form of money (Y=V+M), and capital, in its
commodity form (X=C+V+M) is very informative and has a simple structure that consists of
several simple operators [1].
Operator 1 defines the demand function for increasing the productivity of the means of
production, mineral and raw materials and other natural resources of intermediate consumption
(QP) used to produce capital, in its form of money (NGDP=WR+TR)–μ:
μ=NGDP/QP
This indicator was formulated in compliance with the P. Sraffa’s principle, according to
which the production of goods is carried out through the production of goods.
Operator 2 defines the demand function for increasing the productivity of the country’s
scientific and technological potential (Х=QP+WR+TR), used to produce the same capital, in its
form of money (NGDP=WR+TR)-с:
с= μ/(1+ μ)
Operator 3 defines the demand function for the rate of capital growth, in its form of
goods:
FGDP=c*RGDP
Operator 4 defines the demand function for the rate of economic growth of capital, in its
form of money:
FGDP=pp*NGDP
Where pp the purchasing power of money in general, in this particular case, the price index
of national money1:
pp=c/pb
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Operator 5 defines the equilibrium function of the demand for capital, in the form of money
and the supply of capital, in its form of goods and services, which determines the true value of
the capital actually channeled to the consumption fund and the accumulation fund-FGDP:
FGDP=pp*NGDP=c*RGDP
Symbols:
 The capital indicator, in its form of the product of labor at the level of microeconomics
is represented theoretically, has the designation Х=C+V+M, practically -Х=QP+WR+TR, where
Х in the system of national accounts expresses the output, the corresponding pairs C and QPintermediate consumption, V and WR-wage levels, М and TR-gross profit.
 The capital indicator, in its form of goods at the level of microeconomics is represented
theoretically, has the designation Y=Х–C=V+M, practically -NGDP=Х-QP=WR+TR, where Y
=NGDP-nominal GDP, which serves as the basis for determining real GDP-RGDP=NGDP/pb,
where pb-GDP deflator.
 Conditions for the unity of the theoretical and practical approaches in defining the model
of the quality theory of money–C=QP, V=WR, M=TR, Y=WR+TR, NGDP=Y.
DETERMINATION OF THE BIFURCATION POINT AS A BASIS FOR
IDENTIFYING NEW INVESTMENT PROJECTS AND NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR
INNOVATIVE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The main outcome of applying this discrete algorithm of coordinating the interests of
three models (instead of two) is to determine the function of the scientific and technological
potential of the country depending on the effective use of material, labor, capital and
environmental resources-с=µ/(1+µ).

Figure 1
THE FUNCTION OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL POTENTIAL (STP)С=Μ/ (1+Μ)
In the former, the STP function C 



as the productivity of the products of
(   1)
intermediate consumption increases–μ (Figure 1; line 1a) assumes a value from 0.10 to 9.0, has
an ascending line, which at the point of μ=2.0 takes the value 0.7 and at the point of μ=8.0-0.89.
This line in Figure 1; line 1a is highlighted with rhombuses.
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In the second ideal case, when the STP function C 



as the productivity of
(   1)
intermediate consumption products increases–μ (Figure 1. line 1b) assumes a value of 2.0 to 9.0,
suppose it has a descendant line, which at the point of μ= 2.0 takes value 0.89 and at the point of
μ=9.0 takes the value 0.7. This line in Figure 1; line 1b is highlighted with rectangles.
Two other possible cases in Figure 1 are shown by straight lines parallel to the axis of
productivity of intermediate consumption products-μ. The first of them defines the real situation
in emerging markets with the STP coefficient being constant (Figure 1; line 1c). Thus, Figure. 1c
shows a special case, with c=0.6 for any μ. The second parallel line to the productivity axis of
intermediate consumption products passes through the intersections of both curves (Figure 1; line
1d). Above this line are the parameters of balanced growth of the world developed countries.
THE INTENTION OF MICHAEL BAY IS TO ASSESS THE EFFECTIVENESS
OF THE SECTOR OF THE MANAGERIAL ECONOMY BY MACROECONOMIC
METHODS
In his book on macroeconomics, Baye gives the following task definition of managing a
market economy. “At the end of the twentieth century, a member of the Japanese government
argued against American workers, calling them “lazy and unproductive”. These accusations
were related to the fact that, according to the data published in the Fortune magazine, the
Japanese company Honda could produce a Civic vehicle, spending 10.9 h of work, while the
production of an Escort vehicle of the American Ford Corporation took 16 h of work. This
accusation caused serious concern among shareholders of American auto giants General
Motors, Ford, Chrysler. Moreover, in the early 90s they suffered significant losses and
shareholders saw one of the reasons for this situation in low labor productivity” [5, p.129]. “The
managers of the American corporation succeeded to calm the shareholders, that feared
inefficiencies in the American automobile industry”, Baye writes, “by pointing to an article in the
Automotive News magazine documenting that the average wage rate (including all the additional
benefits granted) employed in this industry, is about $16 per h, while the same rate in Japan is
$18 per h” [5, p.129].
Thus, the American side believes that the outcomes of labor remuneration in monetary
terms are more important in the evaluation of productivity than effectiveness in labor terms.
“Let us return now”, continues Baye, “to the question of comparing the productivity of
American and Japanese workers. Thus, Honda Motor Company can make a car, having spent for
it 10.9 h of work, while the American Ford corporation spends 16 h. These indicators are
obtained by dividing the total duration of work at the automobile plant (labor units) by the total
number of cars produced (output). Now it is understandable that the figures given are nothing
else than the reciprocals of the average productivity of American and Japanese workers in
relation to the automotive industry, or rather, to two companies. Performing the reverse
conversion procedure, we find that the average productivity of a Japanese worker is
1/10.9=0.09, and his American colleague’s is 1/16=0.06” [5, p.190]. In my opinion, Baye, as a
methodologist, reveals the essence of the methodological principles of the Japanese side,
estimating the labor productivity of labor-intensive products. However, as the French experience
of determining prices in the three-tier economy shows, it is also necessary to take into account
the purchasing power of the national currencies themselves.
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FRENCH EXPERIENCE IN DETERMINING THE TRUE PRICES OF GOODS
AND SERVICES IN A THREE-TIER ECONOMY
On the need to take into account the purchasing power of national money in measuring
the true level of prices of goods and services, in due time, pointed out the French economist
Lionel Stoler [9, p. 25].
He notes that in order to take into account the influence of the purchasing power of
money on the price level, it is not enough to consider the cost of the same product at two
different time points 0 and t .
With the existing turbulence of the prices of goods and services, it is impossible to define
whether the cost of oil production is increasing due to higher prices or an increase of the physical
volume of output.
Therefore, constant prices are used to estimate the real growth rates of products, based on
prices of the same production industry of period t or period 0. In this way, it turns out, the real
volume of output, cleared from price changes. This index is called the volume index (VI).
However, the volume index of output is not an adequate criterion to judge about the real
volume of consumption and accumulation in the country, the social and political development of
the country. As a result, neither nominal GDP in money terms, nor the physical volume of
output, without an assessment of the level of consumption and accumulation, does not always
give a full picture of the economic development and business.
“To be convinced of this”, writes Stoler, “you can apply it to the production of cars for
the period from 1930 to 1960. Suppose that in constant prices (1930 or 1960) the production of
cars from 1930 to 1960 increased much faster than the average number of other goods. But what
conclusion can we draw from this on the knowledge of the automobile sector in economic
activity? No conclusion. And, in particular, it would be a substantial error to come to a
conclusion on the basis of these figures that the share of the automobile sector in GDP increased
by 10 times: in fact, the price of cars rose from 1930 to 1960 more slowly than the average price
index. Thus, if we want to capture the evolution of the cost of production in the automotive
industry during this period, then we need to operate not with constant prices, but with an
average index of constant prices-with what is called constant francs (our italics-aut.)” [9. p. 25].
The average price is determined only on the basis of a comparison of direct and full labor
intensity of products, as well as the level of wages per h of work of one person employed in the
economy.
It should be noted that this objective economic law of measuring the indicators of real
consumption and accumulation in the country by three indices in a row was discovered by the
Frenchman Stoler back in 1974. It is our strong belief that such an objective economic law which
extends to all countries of the world.
The relative price of goods, not only in constant francs, but also in other national
currencies, produced in sectors with fast-growing productivity, leads to the even reduction in
rates of real growth in constant prices, while the relative price of goods and services produced in
sectors with more or less stable productivity, leads to their increase.
The essence of this economic rule is that the growth rates of the economy are measured
not by two (nominal and real growth indices, as in the Keynes or Friedman models), but by three
indices of the main indicators of the system of national accounts. The third index of real growth
is the relative price indexes of goods in constant French francs, constant US dollars, constant
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Russian rubles, and constant Kazakh tenge. Stoler represents this triple of growth indices as
follows [9, p. 25]:
Index of nominal GDP growth- i1 at current prices for a commodity j :
p jt q jt

i1 

p j0q j0

Real GDP growth index- i 2 at current prices for a commodity j :

i2 

p j 0 q jt



p j0 q j0

q jt
q j0

As for the GDP growth index for the end use of output for accumulation and
consumption-at the purchasing power parity of national money, which is the same in constant
francs, then to calculate it, one must estimate the general movement of prices for goods and
services throughout the country, say, according to the input-output table:
pt

p0

p

jt

q jo

p

j0

q jo

jJ

jJ

Then we can determine the relative price

 t

 jt 

of a commodity j :

p jt
pt

And the relative prices index of goods represented by j in constant French francs will be
as follows:

i3 

 jt q jt
 j0q j0

q
and jt respectively, the price and quantity of goods j in period t , and J - the
whole set of goods, which dynamics is studied from 0 to t .
p jt

Stoler further gives a concrete example on cars, where the market value of production is
increased by 90 times, the price of cars is increased by 3 times, and the general price index has
increased by 5 times. Then the final results of three prices differ so much that one cannot ignore
these differences and do not recognize their objectivity [9, p. 25]:
The growth index by the value of output, that is, its definition according to the quantity
theory of money by M. Friedman- i1 :

i1  90
The growth index for the physical volume of output, that is, its definition according to the
Keynesian theory- i 2 :
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i2 

90
 30
3

The growth index of goods’ prices in constant French francs at a relative value, that is, its
definition of a quality theory of money:
i3  30 

3
 18
5

Indeed, Stoler was right, it would be a substantial error to measure the indicators of
economic development of the three models, using only two (physical and value) growth indices.
However, the Keynesian model, which measures the indices of the flow of goods, and the
Friedman model, which measures the indicators of cash flow, up to the present day unfairly
claims to be a criterion for the development of the social and political development of the
country and its enterprises. But it is the third index of balanced economic growth, which
expresses the inter sectoral nature of the production industry, is the feedback carrier between the
goods and money flows in the circulation of capital reproduction, in its form of goods, capital
and money.
It is this third index of definition, quality, and number of goods and cash flows that are in
circulation, is the main key that relieves the market economy from economic and financial
shocks. Therefore, when assessing the effectiveness of business, regions and country
development, it is advisable to determine the dynamics of the three indices of balanced economic
growth.
As a result of the interaction of these three equitable sectors of economy, the true value of
goods and services is determined. It is the third index of balanced economic growth that rid the
world of measuring real growth in the economy of developing countries by two indicators: real
GDP and the so-called PPP indicator, the purchasing power parity of national money. Now the
purchasing power parity of national money is determined by the special methodology of
international organizations. In fact, it should be determined by internal factors of the market
forces development of each country and their feedback to the rest of the world.
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE GROWTH RATES OF THE
ECONOMIES OF KAZAKHSTAN’S THREE STRATEGIC PARTNERS: CHINA,
RUSSIA AND THE UNITED STATES AMONG THEMSELVES
The results obtained show that the duration of the analysis period matters. Thus, in the
long-term analysis Russia has the possibility to get ahead of the US in terms of economic growth
(Figure 2).
This is an obvious fact, since the highly developed US economy is in the center of
balanced equilibrium. The minimum growth rates within 1-2 percent are necessary only to
maintain the growth in the number of employed people and the available scientific and
technological potential of the country. As for the PRC economy, its growth rate still maintains
high growth rates, in the long-term development periods (Figure 2).
However, as for Russia, the growth rate of Russia’s final product in the long-term period
has been higher than in the US, whose economy, as already indicated, is on the trajectory of
balanced equilibrium development. That is, by applying the models of the quality theory of
money, Russia can very quickly catch up with the achieved results of the scientific and
technological potential of the United States.
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Figure 2
GRAPHICAL EXPRESSION OF QTM RESULTS-ANALYSIS OF THE DYNAMICS OF
THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF RUSSIA, USA AND CHINA FOR 2000-2014
Comparison of the actual rate of growth in the economy of Kazakhstan with the
corresponding growth rates of its strategic partners: China, Russia and the United States, and an
assessment of Kazakhstan’s ability to be included in the list of 30 developed countries of the
world in a strategic vision until 2050.
The economy of Kazakhstan continues to grow at high actual growth rates, whereas the
economies of its partners including the PRC, Russia and the United States had actual compound
annual growth rate shown in Figure 3.
As shown in Figure 3, Kazakhstan’s economy which is modeled by the quality theory of
money continues to grow at high rates, whereas the US economy had a real average annual
growth rate of 1.3-1.4%, which serves as a development base for the rest of our strategic
partners. China and Russia applying models of quality theory of money will also be able to
quickly catch up with the achieved results of the scientific and technological potential of the
United States.

Figure 3
GRAPHICAL EXPRESSION OF QTM RESULTS-ANALYSIS OF THE DYNAMICS OF
THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF RUSSIA, USA AND CHINA FOR 2000-2014
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1. The task of the three-fold economy is dynamic and reproductive. It has several
advantages in comparison with the task of the two-fold economy of Keynesianism and
monetarism, oriented only to solving macroeconomic problems without taking into account the
microeconomic problems of innovative development and development of the country's scientific
and technological potential. So, according to the theory of Keynesian theory, real GDP is
reduced to nominal GDP, and by the model of the quantitative theory of money, nominal GDP is
reduced to real GDP. Both these models do not take into account scientific and technological
progress and its effects on macroeconomic indicators. According to the model of the qualitative
theory of money, the market equilibrium is provided with the use of indicators of
microeconomics and macroeconomics, and balancing between real and nominal GDP is carried
out by determining their qualitative indicators.
2. One of the advantages of setting the task of a three-fold economy and its solution in the
model of a qualitative theory of money allows a new interpretation of the inflation index as a
catalyst for the development of a market economy and as a tool for assessing the scarcity of the
money supply in circulation. Thus, the qualitative theory of money, oriented to the process of
reproduction of money and commodity flows in their circular movement, allows us to give a
different interpretation to the velocity of money (V), as the price of the scarcity of the money
supply (M), which is in circulation:
NGDP=V*M
3. Another interpretation is the multiplier, which provides a balance between nominal
GDP and real GDP, with the mediation of the price of shortage of national money in circulation
(M):
NGDP=V*M=pb*RGDP
4. The dynamic statement of the problem of the three-fold economy is given in our work,
published jointly with the American colleagues in the book, published in the publishing house
Springer in 2017. But this work is just the beginning of the solution of the task of the new threefold economy, and we are sure that the qualitative theory of money will find its researchers
among economists, applied mathematicians and informatics, as well as specialists engaged in
digitalization of the tasks of economic and financial management.
END NOTES
1.

Now we can compare the system of indicators of a quality theory with the same figures of a quantity
theory of money: “If the nominal interest rate is i, the real interest rate is r, and the inflation is π, then
the relationship between these three variables can be determined by the Fisher’s model: i=r+π”. Since
the nominal exchange rate of the national money of the world developing countries is determined by
the market relative to the dollar and is set, the real exchange rate is its product at the price level ratio
over which the currencies of two countries are exchanged. “Real exchange rate = nominal exchange
rate x price level ratio-Р/Р*:𝜀=е х (Р/Р*). But change in Р/Р* as a percentage is a change in inflation
levels π/π*: Changes е =Changes 𝜀+(π*-π)=Changes 𝜀+(i*-r*)-(i-r)” [7]. As can be seen from these
quotations, Mankiw is one of the scientists who tried to derive the system of macroeconomic indicators
with the indicators of microeconomics.
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